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It has long been proposed that nuclear RNAs might play an important role in organizing the
structure of the nucleus. Initial experiments performed more than 30 years ago found that
global disruption of RNA led to visible rearrangements of nuclear organization. Yet, this idea
remained controversial for many years, in large part because it was unclear what specific
RNAsmight be involved, andwhich specific nuclear structures might be dependent on RNA.
Over the past few years, the contributions of RNA to organizing nuclear structures have
become clearer with the discovery that many nuclear bodies are enriched for specific non-
coding RNAs (ncRNAs); in specific cases, ncRNAs have been shown to be essential for
establishment and maintenance of these nuclear structures. More recently, many different
ncRNAs have been shown to play critical roles in initiating the three-dimensional (3D) spatial
organization of DNA, RNA, and protein molecules in the nucleus. These examples, com-
bined with global imaging and genomic experiments, have begun to paint a picture of a
broader role for RNA in nuclear organization and to uncover a unifying mechanism that may
explain why RNA is a uniquely suited molecule for this role. In this review, we provide an
overview of the history of RNA and nuclear structure and discuss key examples of RNA-
mediated bodies, the global roles of ncRNAs in shaping nuclear structure, and emerging
insights into mechanisms of RNA-mediated nuclear organization.

A HISTORICALOVERVIEW OF RNA
AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

The history of RNA and nuclear organization
is a story of two seemingly parallel lines of

research that converged over time. The develop-
ment of microscopy allowed researchers to ob-
serve cells, nuclei, and the distinct structures
contained within them (Lafarga et al. 2009, Ni-
zami et al. 2010; Pederson 2011a). This led to
the discovery of multiple structures within the

nucleus that were initially described primarily
based on their morphological features (Peder-
son 2011b). One of the earliest, largest, and
most easily discernible subnuclear structures
observed was the nucleolus, which was first
described in the 1830s (Wagner 1835; Valentin
1836, 1839). Several decades later, in the early
1900s, Santiago Ramón y Cajal was exploring
the cytological features of neurons using histo-
logical labeling techniques that made it possible
to identify distinct intracellular structures and
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observed several nuclear structures, which are
now known as Cajal bodies and nuclear speck-
les, named for their “speckled” pattern through-
out the nucleus (Ramón y Cajal 1903, 1910;
Lafarga et al. 2009). In 1949, Murray Barr ob-
served the presence of a condensed aggregate of
DNA in some, but not all, cat neuronal cells
(Barr and Bertram 1949). The key determinant
of cells containing this structure was the sex of
the cat; only the cells of female cats contain the
condensed structure, which is now known to
correspond to the inactive X chromosome (Xi)
and is referred to as the Barr body.

In the 1930s, Heitz and McClintock obser-
ved that nucleoli form at specific chromosomal
loci and that the number of nucleoli correlates
with the chromosome ploidy within a cell (Heitz
1931; McClintock 1934). This discovery led to a
new appreciation that nuclear bodies may rep-
resent functionally organized structures rather
than simply cytological features.

ncRNAs Play Critical Roles in Various Nuclear
Processes

In parallel to these morphological characteriza-
tions of the nucleus, the development of molec-
ular and cell biology techniquesmade it possible
to begin exploring the RNA contents of the nu-
cleus. In the 1970s, Darnell, Penman, and others
used metabolic labeling to study the complexity
of RNA species and track their localization and
life cycle in the cell (Darnell 1968, 2011; Wein-
berg and Penman 1968, 1969). These studies
uncovered that the vast majority of RNAs are
not translated into proteins and that many of
them are retained within the nucleus; these
were termed heteronuclear RNAs (hnRNAs)
(Warner et al. 1966; Salditt-Georgieff et al.
1981). Although much of the initially described
hnRNA was subsequently found to be intronic
sequences excised during pre-mRNA splicing,
many additional stable, nuclear noncoding
RNAs (ncRNAs) were also detected.

In 1968, Sheldon Penman and colleagues
discovered a population of “small” ncRNAs
ranging in size from 90 to 300 nucleotides (nt)
that were abundantly expressed in the nuclei
of mammalian cells (Weinberg and Penman

1968). These became known as small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs) and small nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs) (Zieve and Penman 1976; Weinberg
and Penman 1968). Because identifying each
RNA within a complex population was techni-
cally challenging at the time, the identity ofmost
ncRNA species, with the exception of these
highly abundant species within this hnRNA
population, remained uncharacterized for de-
cades.

The first clues into the possible function of
snRNAs came in 1980 when Joan Steitz and
colleagues identified sequence complementary
between various snRNAs and sequences on
pre-mRNAs (e.g., U1 and 50 splice site) (Lerner
et al. 1980). This discovery led to the purification
and characterization of the spliceosome, which
consists of snRNAs that directly hybridize to
pre-mRNA and the various proteins they recruit
to facilitate the splicing reaction (Sharp 2005).
Altogether, several of the initially identified
snRNAs—including U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6
—were shown to play critical roles in mediating
mRNA splicing.

The ability to undergo hybridization also
provided the first insights into the functional
roles of snoRNAs. Specifically, the discovery
that several of the snoRNAs can base pair with
the 45S pre-ribosomal RNA suggested that they
might play a role in ribosomal RNA processing
(Calvet and Pederson 1981; Kass 1990; Filipo-
wicz and Kiss 1993; Fournier and Stuart Max-
well 1993; Maxwell and Fournier 1995). Indeed,
subsequent experiments depleting snoRNAs in
mouse extracts resulted in impaired cleavage of
the ribosomal RNA (Maxwell and Fournier
1995). The observation that snoRNAs purified
with the nucleolar fraction provided the first
indication that the nucleolus might serve as a
specialized body associated with ribosome bio-
genesis (Zieve and Penman 1976).

In the 1990s, long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) were
identified. The very first examplewas the discov-
ery of theH19 gene locatedwithin the imprinted
IGF2 cluster (Pachnis et al. 1988). Initially, H19
was thought to encode a protein, but analysis of
its sequence revealed the absence of any reason-
ably sized open reading frame and the 2500-nt-
long RNAwas not detectable on polyribosomes
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(Brannan et al. 1990). Combined, these obser-
vations suggested that it was unlikely to be trans-
lated. A few years later, another lncRNA was
identified as an essential regulator of X chromo-
some inactivation (XCI), the process by which
one of the two X chromosomes in female mam-
mals is silenced to achieve dosage balance in
X-linked gene expression between males and
females (Plath et al. 2002). The process of XCI
was first proposed by Mary Lyon in the 1960s,
but the molecular basis of this process remained
unknown (Lyon 1961, 1992). Efforts by Willard,
Brown, Brockdorff, and others focused on iden-
tifying the gene(s) involved in regulating this pro-
cess (Brockdorff et al. 1991; Brown et al. 1991;
Penny et al. 1996). To do this, they searched for
genes that were expressed from the inactive X
chromosome (Xi) and not the active X chromo-
some, and ultimately discovered a single gene
they called Xist (Xi specific transcript). It was
subsequently shown that theXist gene is essential
for XCI and encodes a >17,000 nt lncRNA that
coats the inactive X chromosome to silence tran-
scription (Brownet al. 1992;Clemson et al. 1996).

Global Disruption of RNA Leads to Large-
Scale Morphological Changes
in the Nucleus

The first indication that RNA itself might play a
role in shaping nuclear organization came from
initial experiments in the 1980s performed by
Sheldon Penman and colleagues (Nickerson
et al. 1989). Specifically, they showed that a large
amount of RNAwas associated with the “nucle-
ar matrix”—a term used to describe the insolu-
ble components of the nucleus after detergent,
salt, and DNAse extraction and digestion. To
explore whether RNA might be important for
shaping the structure of the nuclear matrix, they
performed biochemical extraction and showed
that removing RNA from the isolated matrix led
to collapse or aggregation of matrix-associated
proteins. To explore this process within intact
cells, they crudely disrupted global RNA levels
by either treating nuclei with enzymes that de-
grade RNA or with drugs that inhibit global
RNA production. In both cases, they observed
large-scale morphological changes in the struc-

ture of the nucleus (Fig. 1; Nickerson et al. 1989;
Quinodoz and Guttman 2014; Rinn and Gutt-
man 2014; Hall and Lawrence 2016; Melé and
Rinn 2016; Nozawa and Gilbert 2019). In con-
trast, drugs that blocked protein translation did
not show observable structural changes (Nick-
erson et al. 1989). Although these initial exper-
iments suggested that RNA was likely to play a
critical role in nuclear organization, the idea re-
mained controversial for some time because it
was unclear which specific RNAs might play
these roles and which nuclear structures were
dependent on RNA.

RNAORGANIZES NUCLEAR STRUCTURES
ASSOCIATED WITH DIVERSE NUCLEAR
FUNCTIONS

As biochemical and microscopy methods ma-
tured, the parallel discoveries regarding nuclear
structures and functional ncRNAs started to
converge (Fig. 2). Advances in microscopy
methods such as the detection of specific protein
localization using antibodies, fluorescent pro-
teins, and immunoelectron microscopy, and
DNA andRNA localization using in situ hybrid-
ization made it possible to visualize the spatial
localization of specific molecules in the nucleus
(Gall 2016). This led to the discovery that many
ncRNAs are enriched within specific nuclear
bodies and, subsequently, that several ncRNAs
can play central roles in their organization. For
example, specific RNAs are sufficient to seed the
formation of nuclear bodies, including the nu-
cleolus, histone locus body (HLB), and Barr
body. These RNA-mediated nuclear bodies are
associated with different nuclear functions, in-
cluding RNA processing, heterochromatin reg-
ulation, and gene regulation (Fig. 3).

RNA Processing

Several of the most classical nuclear bodies con-
tain DNA, RNA, and protein components asso-
ciated with specialized processing of different
classes of nascent RNA molecules, including ri-
bosomal RNA, mRNA, snRNAs, and histone
pre-mRNAs.

RNA and Nuclear Organization
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Nucleolus

Key experiments demonstrated that DNA en-
coding ribosomal RNAs (rDNA) are present
in multiple copies on distinct chromosomes
throughout the genome (Pederson 2011a).
These genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase
I as single 45S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) precur-
sors prior to being cleaved by RNase MRP and
modified by various snoRNAs to generate the
mature 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNAs (Maxwell
and Fournier 1995; Jády and Kiss 2001; Gold-
farb and Cech 2017). Imaging experiments ex-
ploring the localization of these components in
the nucleus showed that 45S pre-rRNA, sno-
RNAs, and other ncRNAs involved in ribosome
biogenesis are enriched within the nucleolus.
Additionally, the multiple rDNA-containing re-
gions from distinct chromosomes come togeth-
er in 3D space around the nucleolus, resulting in

the formation of an interchromosomal RNA-
chromatin compartment (Quinodoz et al.
2018). Together, these microscopy and bio-
chemical observations implicated the nucleolus
as the site of ribosome biogenesis containing
rDNA genes, nascent rRNAs, and several
ncRNAs and proteins involved in rRNA pro-
cessing (Pederson 2011a).

Later work showed that maintenance of the
nucleolus is dependent on the ongoing tran-
scription of the 45S pre-rRNA, suggesting that
RNA plays a key role in formation of the nucle-
olus. Specifically, inhibition of Pol I transcrip-
tion using small molecule inhibitors or global
degradation of RNA using RNAse A alters nu-
cleolar morphology by forming “nucleolar caps”
and subsequently leads to diffusive localization
of the DNA, RNA, and protein components that
are normally localized within the nucleolus
(Reynolds et al. 1964). These data indicated

Control +Actinomycin D +RNAse A

A B C
L
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Figure 1. Morphological changes in nuclear organization upon global disruption of RNA. (A) Classical exper-
iments explored the role of RNA in maintaining the structural core of the nucleus. To do this, Nickerson and
colleagues (B) inhibited transcription using actinomycin D or (C) degraded RNA using RNAse A. In both cases,
they observed large-scale changes in the overall morphology of the nucleus, including collapse or aggregation of
chromatinmatrix-associated proteins. (Bottom row of images are reprinted fromNickerson et al. 1989 courtesy of
the CC BY-NC-ND license and The National Academy of Sciences.)
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that the nascent 45S pre-rRNA plays a critical
role in establishing and maintaining the struc-
ture of the nucleolus.

Nuclear Speckles

Imaging of several snRNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5,
U6) showed them to be concentrated in discrete
structures referred to as nuclear speckles based
on their appearance (Huang and Spector 1992;
Matera andWard 1993). Using immunofluores-
cence, many distinct splicing protein compo-
nents were similarly found to colocalize within
nuclear speckles (Perraud et al. 1979; Lerner
et al. 1981; Spector et al. 1984). Interestingly,
gene-dense Pol II-transcribed regions and their

associated nascent pre-mRNAs are positioned
close to nuclear speckles where they can
form interchromosomal contacts around indi-
vidual speckles (Chen et al. 2018; Quinodoz
et al. 2018). Using live cell imaging, Misteli
and Spector showed that splicing proteins with-
in the speckles are primarily inactive and upon
activation diffuse from the speckle to nascent
pre-mRNAs to catalyze the splicing reaction
(Misteli et al. 1997). In addition to snRNAs,
there are additional ncRNAs that are specifically
enriched within this nuclear compartment, in-
cluding Malat1 and 7SK (Matera and Ward
1993; Hutchinson et al. 2007).

RNA has been shown to play a structural
role in maintaining the morphology of the
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Figure 2. Two parallel approaches converged to uncover a central role for RNA in nuclear organization. As
biochemical and microscopy methods matured, the parallel discoveries regarding functional noncoding RNAs
(ncRNAs) and nuclear structures started to converge. In the 1970s, biochemical approaches uncovered thatmany
RNAs are not translated into proteins and are retained within the nucleus. Several of these ncRNAs play key roles
in nuclear function, including small nuclear RNA (snRNA) biogenesis (e.g., small Cajal body-associated RNAs
[scaRNAs]) and pre-mRNA splicing (e.g., snRNAs). In parallel, nuclear bodies were first observed as cytological
features in the nucleus more than 100 years ago. Later, advances in microscopy methods made it possible to
visualize the spatial localization of specific RNA (via in situ hybridization) and protein molecules (via immu-
nofluorescence or fluorescent proteins) in the nucleus. This led to the discovery thatmany functional ncRNAs are
enriched within specific nuclear bodies and, subsequently, that several ncRNAs can play central roles in their
organization. Integrating these biochemical and localization discoveries provided indications of the functional
role of RNA in the organization of various nuclear bodies.
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Figure 3. RNA-chromatin compartments regulate various processes throughout the nucleus. RNA has been
shown to organize nuclear bodies involved in RNA processing, chromatin regulation, and gene expression. These
include RNA processing bodies such as the nucleolus: The nucleolus is the site of ribosome biogenesis within the
nucleus. Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) genes transcribed from multicopy genes on distinct chromosomes are posi-
tionedwithin nucleoli where they are transcribed by RNAPol I. These nascent 45S pre-ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs)
are processed by small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and cleaved by RNAse P (RMRP) into mature 18S, 5.8S, and
28S rRNA and assembled into ribosomes. Histone locus bodies (HLBs): HLBs contain histone gene loci and are
sites of histone pre-mRNA transcription and processing. The U7 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP)
cleaves the 30 ends of histone pre-mRNAs to produce mature histone mRNAs. Cajal bodies: Cajal bodies are
sites of snRNP maturation. Splicing snRNAs are transcribed from genes located at multiple sites across the
genome and are modified by small Cajal body-associated RNAs (scaRNAs). Speckles: Nuclear speckles are
nuclear bodies with high concentrations of pre-mRNA splicing proteins and snRNAs. Certain transcriptionally
active genomic loci are positioned proximal to speckles. Other nuclear structures are associated with chromatin
regulation and gene expression, such as the inactive X chromosome: The Xist long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) is
responsible for chromosome-wide silencing, compaction, and localization of the inactive X chromosome to the
nuclear lamina in female cells. It orchestrates silencing through direct binding and recruitment of the SHARP
repressive protein to the X chromosome. Chromocenter: Satellite DNA repeats on multiple chromosomes are
compacted into heterochromatin-dense foci. These foci are enriched for Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) and
typically repressed, but satellite RNAs are also expressed at low levels and transcribed from these compartments.
These RNAs are required for HP1 localization to chromocenters. Genomic imprinting: The Kcnq1ot1 lncRNA
silences gene expression of imprinted target genes located in a 3D compartment next to its transcriptional locus.
It does this by directly binding and recruiting the SHARP repressive protein to these target loci within a
topologically associated domain (TAD), which results in silencing of gene expression.
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nuclear speckle. Specifically, Spector and col-
leagues showed that global disruption of RNA
or inhibition of transcription leads to speckles
that display more spherical morphology (Spec-
tor et al. 1991; Huang et al. 1994; Misteli et al.
1997). In contrast, degradation of genomic
DNA does not lead to changes in observed
speckle morphology (Spector et al. 1991).
Whereas the core of the speckle is retained in
the absence of RNA, disruption of RNA leads to
diffusive localization of splicing proteins (small
nuclear ribonucleoproteins [snRNPs]) through-
out the nucleus (Spector et al. 1991). Together,
these results suggested that localization of
snRNPs within nuclear speckles is dependent
on active transcription of nascent RNA.

Cajal Body

In addition to their localization in the speckle,
snRNAs also localize within Cajal bodies
(Carmo-Fonseca et al. 1992; Matera and Ward
1993). However, the function of these bodies
remained elusive until the discovery of small
Cajal body-specific RNAs (scaRNAs) (Darzacq
et al. 2002). scaRNAs are similar in sequence
and function to snoRNAs, but instead of mod-
ifying rRNA, they directly hybridize to and
guide modification of snRNA transcripts, ren-
dering them functional within the spliceosome
(Jády et al. 2003; Nizami et al. 2010). At the
DNA level, snRNA genes that are encoded at
multiple genomic locations come together with-
in the Cajal body (Smith et al. 1995; Machyna
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016; Quinodoz et al.
2020). Together, these observations established
the Cajal body as a spatially defined compart-
ment containing the genomic DNA, RNA, and
protein components involved in snRNP biogen-
esis (Gall 2000; Machyna et al. 2013).

Several studies have dissected the role of
snRNAs in seeding formation of Cajal bodies
(Carmo-Fonseca et al. 1992). For example,
Dundr and colleagues found that active tran-
scription of a U2 snRNA array is required for
recruitment of various Cajal body components
to this locus (Dundr et al. 2007) and that teth-
ering of snRNPs to genomic DNA is sufficient
for their formation (Kaiser et al. 2008). These

results indicated that transcription of snRNAs
is critical for Cajal body organization on chro-
matin.

Histone Locus Body

Unlike most pre-mRNAs, histone pre-mRNAs
are not polyadenylated; instead, their 30 ends are
bound and cleaved by theU7 snRNP complex to
produce mature histone mRNAs. The DNA that
encodes histone genes, nascent histone pre-
mRNAs, U7, and various proteins involved in
histone mRNA biogenesis are enriched within
HLBs (Nizami et al. 2010). In fact, multiple his-
tone loci that are not linearly close in genomic
sequence can organize together in 3D space
within HLBs (Quinodoz et al. 2018, 2020).

Histone pre-mRNAs are critical for estab-
lishingHLBs. Specifically, Dundr and colleagues
demonstrated that synthetically tethering his-
tone pre-mRNAs to chromatin was sufficient
to recruit proteins that form the HLB to this
genomic locus (Shevtsov and Dundr 2011).
Interestingly, recruitment of a histone pre-
mRNA containing a deletion in the region that
hybridizes to U7 was unable to form the HLB
(Shevtsov and Dundr 2011). These observations
demonstrated that nascent histone pre-mRNAs,
through their ability to interact with U7 snRNA,
are important for seeding and maintaining the
HLB.

Possible Role of Nuclear Bodies in Promoting
Cotranscriptional RNA Processing

Although the functional advantages of organiz-
ing RNA, DNA, and proteins of shared func-
tions within nuclear bodies is still unknown,
spatial organization of components involved in
cotranscriptional RNA processing appears to be
a shared feature of many distinct RNA process-
ing pathways. One possible role of such organi-
zation is that by spatially organizing these com-
ponents, nuclear bodies can act to increase the
local concentration of critical regulatory RNA
and protein molecules near their nascent RNA
targets immediately upon transcription. It has
been proposed, but not directly demonstrated,
that such compartmentalization might act to

RNA and Nuclear Organization
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increase the rate at which cotranscriptional pro-
cessing can occur and ensure the robustness of
processing of RNA targets that are present at
dramatically higher concentrations than their
regulators (e.g., snRNAs and scaRNAs).

Chromatin Regulation and Gene Expression

In addition to RNA processing, specific nuclear
structures are also organized around DNA re-
gions of shared transcriptional regulation and
chromatin modifications. These include nu-
clear structures associated with X chromosome
inactivation (XCI), parent-of-origin genomic
imprinting, centromeric heterochromatin orga-
nization, among others.

Xist Orchestrates X Chromosome
Inactivation: A Paradigm of RNA-Mediated
Nuclear Organization and Function

The Xi, or Barr body, is a nuclear compartment
with several unique features: it is compacted,
depleted of RNA Pol II, enriched for various
repressive chromatin regulators, and forms a
unique 3D structure that is positioned at the
nuclear lamina (Wutz 2011; Galupa and Heard
2018; Strehle and Guttman 2020; Żylicz and
Heard 2020). Importantly, these structural
characteristics of the Xi are driven by expres-
sion of the Xist lncRNA. In fact, expression of
Xist on autosomes or the X chromosome of
male cells is sufficient to trigger chromosome-
wide silencing (Wutz and Jaenisch 2000; Wutz
et al. 2002). In addition, expression of the Xist
lncRNA in male cells can lead to chromosome
compaction, remodeling, and repositioning to
the lamina (Wutz et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2016;
Giorgetti et al. 2016). Because Xist can both
silence gene expression and drive structural
changes on the Xi, it has propelled our under-
standing of how an ncRNA can shape nuclear
organization and how these changes impact
gene regulation.

Upon induction of XCI, Xist spreads to sites
on the X chromosome by diffusing in 3D from
its sites of transcription to other DNA regions
that are in close spatial proximity (Engreitz et al.
2013). At each of these sites, Xist localizes to

DNA by binding to the DNA- and RNA-bind-
ing protein SAF-A (also known as hnRNP U)
that is present across the genome (Fig. 4A; Ha-
segawa et al. 2010; Chu et al. 2015;McHugh et al.
2015). Xist can spread from these initial sites to
more distal sites on the X chromosome by repo-
sitioning DNA regions to the nuclear lamina
(Chen et al. 2016). This results in DNA sites
that are already bound by Xist being positioned
away from the actively transcribed Xist locus,
and new DNA regions on the chromosome be-
ing brought into closer spatial proximity. Xist
can then spread to these newly accessible sites
and continue spreading and repositioning until
it coats the entire X chromosome. At each of
these bound sites, Xist binds directly to SHARP
(also known as SPEN) and recruits this protein
and its associated SMRTandHDAC3 repressors
to evict RNA Pol II and silence transcription
(Fig. 4A; Chu et al. 2015; Moindrot et al. 2015;
Monfort et al. 2015; Żylicz et al. 2019; Dossin
et al. 2020). In this way, Xist drives recruitment
of these repressive proteins to its spatially en-
riched RNA compartment to silence target
genes.

Many Nuclear Compartments Are Organized
by RNA

Beyond Xist, many ncRNAs can diffuse in
3D space to create regulatory compartments
within the nucleus. For example, the Kncq1ot1
lncRNA is responsible for silencing imprinted
genes near its transcriptional locus but avoids
repressing other proximal nonimprinted tar-
gets (Nagano and Fraser 2009; Kanduri 2011).
Specifically, Kcnq1ot1 localizes within a topo-
logically associating domain (TAD) containing
its paternally imprinted gene targets (Cdkn1c,
Slc22a18, Phlda2), but excludes neighboring
nonimprinted genes (Cars, Nap1l4) (Quinodoz
et al. 2020). The Kcnq1ot1 RNA binds directly
to the SHARP/SPEN-repressive protein and re-
cruits it and its associated histone deacetylase to
silence gene expression within this specific com-
partment. In fact, loss of the SHARP/SPEN-
binding site on the Kcnq1ot1 lncRNA disrupts
this ability to silence genes within the TAD (Mo-
hammad et al. 2008; Quinodoz et al. 2020).
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silence transcription of the genes located proximal to its transcriptional locus. It is anchored to chromatin
through interactions with the scaffold attachment factor A (SAF-A) DNA/RNA binding protein and, at these
sites, directly binds to and recruits SHARP protein to silence gene expression across the X chromosome. (B)
∼95% of all lncRNAs stably associate in compartments proximal to their transcriptional loci. These include the
Kcnq1ot1, Airn, Pvt1, Tsix, and Chaserr lncRNAs, which silence expression of genes located proximal to their
transcriptional loci within these compartments (left). Overall, these lncRNA compartments are present across the
vast majority of DNA regions within the nucleus (right). (Panel B adapted from Quinodoz et al. 2020 with
permission from the authors.) (C) SHARP forms dozens of discrete foci in the nucleus and these foci are
disrupted upon deletion of its RNA-binding domain, resulting in diffusive localization of SHARP throughout
the nucleus. (Panel C adapted from Quinodoz et al. 2020 with permission from the authors.)
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More recently, genomic methods to map
all ncRNAs and their spatial organization un-
covered hundreds of ncRNAs that demarcate
distinct nuclear territories and showed that
the majority of DNA regions within the nucle-
us are contained within discrete ncRNA-
demarcated compartments (Fig. 4B; Quinodoz
et al. 2020). In addition, several chromatin
regulatory proteins have been shown to form
dozens of discrete foci within the nucleus
and, in many cases, the focal localization of
these chromatin proteins is dependent on their
ability to bind to RNA (Maison et al. 2002;
Bernstein and Allis 2005; Bernstein et al.
2006). For example, SHARP forms dozens of
discrete foci in the nucleus and these foci are
disrupted upon deletion of its RNA binding
domain, resulting in diffusive localization of
SHARP throughout the nucleus (Fig. 4C; Qui-
nodoz et al. 2020).

Similarly, global perturbation of RNA using
RNase has been shown to lead to disruption of
the compartmentalized localization of HP1 and
components of the polycomb repressive com-
plex 1 (PRC1) (Maison et al. 2002; Bernstein
and Allis 2005; Bernstein et al. 2006; Caudron-
Herger et al. 2011), both associated with re-
pressed heterochromatin. One of the main sites
of HP1 localization in the nucleus is over cen-
tromeric and pericentromeric DNA regions
(Maison and Almouzni 2004). These DNA re-
gions organize across chromosomes into 3D
foci referred to as chromocenters (Maison and
Almouzni 2004; Jagannathan et al. 2019). Al-
though chromocenters are heterochromatic
compartments, the centromeric DNA within
this compartment is transcribed by RNA Pol II
to produce major and minor satellite-derived
ncRNAs (Probst et al. 2010; Casanova et al.
2013). These satellite RNAs are highly enriched
around centromeric heterochromatin sites
(Quinodoz et al. 2020). Similar to global RNA
perturbations, specific knockdown of major or
minor satellite-derived ncRNAs leads to loss of
HP1 localization over these chromocenter struc-
tures (Quinodoz et al. 2020). These observations
demonstrated that satellite RNAs are required
for recruitment of HP1 to centromere-proximal
nuclear compartments.

Possible Functional Roles of RNA-Mediated
Nuclear Compartments in Chromatin and
Gene Regulation

These examples highlight several possible func-
tional roles for ncRNA-mediated compartments
in gene regulation. Specifically, through their
ability to diffuse to sites near their transcription-
al loci, ncRNAs can enable highly specific regu-
lation by localizing exclusively to target genes
contained within a specific 3D compartment
while precluding neighboring genes. Moreover,
by concentrating regulatory RNAs and proteins
within specific nuclear compartments, they may
act to increase the effective concentration at
these target genes to ensure the robustness of
regulation at its target sites. Additionally, be-
cause ncRNAs can be spatially enriched and dif-
fuse from their site of transcription, they can
spread beyond their immediate transcriptional
locus to amplify regulatory signals beyond the
limited topological range of DNA elements to
regulate multiple genes. This mechanism en-
ables regulation of multiple imprinted genes
(e.g., Kcnq1ot1) or entire chromosomes (e.g.,
Xist) through expression of a single RNA. Final-
ly, such RNA-mediated compartments enable
allele-specific gene regulation that cannot be
achieved by proteins. This is because proteins
are exported to the cytoplasm to be translated
and, therefore, lose the positional information
encoded at their transcription loci.

SHARED MECHANISMS OF RNA-MEDIATED
NUCLEAR ORGANIZATION

These examples highlight common principles
by which RNA can seed the formation of spa-
tially anchored DNA-, RNA-, and protein com-
partments in the nucleus (Fig. 5A). Specifically,
as part of the nucleation event, the process of
transcription produces a high local concentra-
tion of RNA in spatial proximity to its transcrip-
tion locus. Because these spatially enriched
ncRNAs can contain sequence and secondary
structure motifs that can bind to diffusible
RNA and protein molecules for which they
have affinity (e.g., Xist binds SHARP/SPEN,
45S pre-rRNA binds snoRNAs), these high-
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affinity interactions act to recruit diffusible mol-
ecules to form spatial compartments (Fig. 5B).

ncRNAs are uniquely suited for this role be-
cause, to form a nuclear compartment, mole-
cules need to achieve high concentrations within
a spatially enriched subvolume of the nucleus.

Unlike proteins that are translated in the cyto-
plasm and need to diffuse through the nucleus to
engage their target, ncRNAs can accumulate at
high concentration near their site of transcrip-
tion. Conversely, DNA is intrinsically spatially
localized in the nucleus, but it is present at a
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Figure 5. A general model by which noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) may facilitate nuclear organization. (A) Seed:
Because transcription creates multiple copies of an RNA species, it can achieve a high local concentration around
its transcription locus to “seed” formation of an RNA-chromatin compartment. Bind: RNAs can form high-
affinity binding interactions with other diffusive RNAs and proteins and recruit them into these transcriptional
loci. Recruit/amplify: Bound proteins can recruit others through protein–protein interactions to form an RNA-
chromatin compartment. (B) (Left) ncRNAs have distinct localization patterns in the nucleus—either diffusive
(in trans) away from their transcription sites or anchored (in cis) at their transcriptional loci. (Right) RNAs can act
as unique multivalent scaffolds for RNA and proteins. RNAs can bind to and recruit other RNAs or proteins via
RNA hybridization or RNA–protein interactions, where RNAs fold into secondary structures and bind proteins.
Because of its length, a single RNAmay hybridize tomore than one additional RNA and bind tomultiple proteins,
enabling the molecules to assemble into a higher-order RNA–protein assemblies. In addition, some RNA-binding
proteins have intrinsically disordered regions that allow them to interact with multiple proteins.
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single copy and therefore does not achieve suf-
ficiently high local concentration required to
seed a nuclear compartment. In this way, the
multiple copies of an RNA produced at a locus
by transcription can achieve higher concentra-
tions thanDNA.Notably,most lncRNAs (∼95%
mapped) have been shown to be stably associat-
ed in spatial compartments around their tran-
scriptional loci (Cabili et al. 2015; Quinodoz
et al. 2020). This ability of ncRNAs to remain
near their loci may occur through transient teth-
ering by RNA polymerase during transcription
or throughmore stable association by binding to
specific DNA-binding proteins. For example,
the nucleolus is organized around nascent tran-
scription of 45S rRNA, likely while it is tran-
scribed by RNA Pol I. Conversely, the mature
Xist lncRNA is stably associated with the Xi
through a high-affinity interaction with the
SAF-A RNA/DNA-binding proteins that is pre-
sent across genomicDNA (Hasegawa et al. 2010;
Kolpa et al. 2016).

In addition, unlike DNA, because RNA can
diffuse from its transcription locus, it can spread
across longer genomic and topological distances
and can associate with multiple target sites si-
multaneously. For example, Xist can spread
from its transcription locus on the X chromo-
some across the entire chromosome (Engreitz
et al. 2013; Simon et al. 2013). In fact, several
ncRNAs can function primary through diffu-
sion to localize at target sites that are far away
from their transcriptional locus (Fig. 5B). For
example, the abundantMalat1 lncRNA localizes
broadly across the nucleus at Pol II-transcribed
genes (Engreitz et al. 2014; Cabili et al. 2015).
Accordingly, these two features of RNA—the
ability to form sites of high local concentration
in the nucleus and the ability to diffuse from
their transcription locus to form compartments
of different sizes—make it a highly versatile
molecule for seeding nuclear compartments. In-
deed, many nuclear structures have now been
shown to form via interactions between diffusi-
ble ncRNAs and proteins and spatially enriched
ncRNAs (Engreitz et al. 2016).

We note that this role for ncRNAs in medi-
ating compartment formation is not strictly lim-
ited to ncRNAs, but instead is a property of any

RNA molecule that can function as an RNA
regardless of whether it may also encode a pro-
tein product. For example, the histone pre-
mRNAs (which code for histone proteins)
have been shown to seed the formation of the
HLB by achieving a high concentration of the
nascent RNA in proximity to its transcribed
DNA locus and binding to and recruiting diffu-
sible ncRNAs and protein complexes (e.g.,
NPAT, FLASH) into this compartment (Nizami
et al. 2010; Shevtsov and Dundr 2011).

RNA and Phase Separation

Recently, many nuclear bodies have been de-
scribed to form liquid-like, phase-separated
condensates or droplets, which can locally con-
centrate molecules and coalesce with neighbor-
ing structures (Banani et al. 2017; Strom and
Brangwynne 2019). The central premise of this
model is that high concentrations of nucleic ac-
ids and proteins—especially those containing
multivalent low complexity domains—can un-
dergo concentration-dependent phase transi-
tions to “demix” from the surrounding nuclear
environment.

ncRNAs play critical roles in seeding phase-
separated compartments in the nucleus because
they can act as unique multivalent scaffolds for
RNA and proteins (Fig. 5B; Roden and Gladfel-
ter 2021). Specifically, RNAs have both primary
sequence specificity and secondary structure to
bind to and recruit other proteins or RNAs via a
variety of mechanisms: (1) RNAs participate in
RNA–RNA interactions where they hybridize to
each together. In many cases, because of length,
a single RNA can hybridize to more than one
additional RNA, enabling the molecules to as-
semble into higher-order RNA–RNA assem-
blies (Jain and Vale 2017; Van Treeck and Par-
ker 2018). An example of this type of interaction
is the hybridization of 45S rRNA to many sno-
RNAs (Maxwell and Fournier 1995). (2) RNAs
participate in RNA–protein interactions where
RNAs fold into secondary structures, bind pro-
teins, and recruit them to a given transcriptional
locus (Engreitz et al. 2016). An example of this
behavior is the Xist lncRNA, which binds and
recruits SHARP/SPEN to the Xi (Chu et al.
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2015; McHugh et al. 2015). (3) Many RNA-
binding proteins have large intrinsically disor-
dered regions (IDRs) that can undergo con-
centration-dependent associations to form
higher-order assemblies (e.g., PTBP1, FUS,
and SHARP/SPEN) (Lin et al. 2015; Banani
et al. 2016; Shin and Brangwynne 2017). (4)
Many ncRNAs contain multivalent sites for
protein binding that enable high avidity interac-
tions with specific RBPs. For example, the A-
repeat of Xist consists of a tandem repeat that
enables Xist to bind to multiple copies of
SHARP simultaneously and FIRRE contains a
tandem repeat that bind to multiple copies of
SAF-A (Hacisuleyman et al. 2014, 2016; Lu
et al. 2016; Brockdorff 2018; Bansal et al.
2020). (5) Because ncRNAs can achieve high
local concentrations upon transcription, the
ncRNA can achieve high “spatial valency”
within a specific territory in the nucleus. These
various features make RNA an ideal molecule
for seeding the formation of concentration-de-
pendent nuclear structures.

It has also been found that condensates can
act as hubs for DNA interactions, yet how these
DNA interactions actively come together is only
beginning to be understood. One model for
DNA interactions at these bodies involves the
coalescence of proteins (Fig. 6). Studies using
optogenetic tools revealed that condensates
tethered to DNA can fuse, or coalesce, and sub-

sequently bring their respective DNA compo-
nents together (Shin et al. 2018). For example,
multiple nucleoli can coalesce such that nucleoli
with multiple rDNA-containing chromosomes
come together around the same nuclear body
(Quinodoz et al. 2018; Caragine et al. 2019;
Lafontaine et al. 2021). This is thought to occur
through the process of rRNA transcription on
each individual rDNA-containing chromo-
some, which then forms RNA–protein con-
densates at each locus; these condensates can
then coalesce to bring together several DNA
loci from multiple chromosomes into a larger
nucleolus (Feric et al. 2016; Quinodoz et al.
2018; Lafontaine et al. 2021). This mechanism
likely underlies the formation of many of the
DNA contacts around classical nuclear bodies
(Misteli 2020).

We note that many nuclear bodies (e.g., nu-
cleoli, HLB) form around DNA regions that are
highly repetitive or multicopy. This may enable
the DNA itself to achieve high “spatial valency”
around a linear genomic locus. For example, the
nucleolus is arranged around transcription from
arrays of rDNA genes that are clustered in linear
space on the chromosome. At a smaller scale,
the histone locus body forms around linearly
clustered histone genes (∼20–30 genes per
gene cluster) in a genomic region. At these mul-
ticopy DNA regions, multiple nascent RNAs
are transcribed within each genomic region,

DNA-RNA Recruitment Coalescence Merge

DNA Pol II

RNA
Protein

Figure 6. A model for 3D organization of DNA loci within RNA-chromatin compartments. Nuclear bodies can
act as hubs for DNA interactions. One model for establishing such DNA interactions involves the coalescence of
proteins at a nuclear body. Specifically, this may occur by RNA transcription occurring at multiple DNA loci,
followed by recruitment of proteins to these sites, growth and coalescence of droplets, and merging of droplets
into a single nuclear body. This series of events would create a hub of DNA interactions around a large nuclear
body.
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which likely results in a high local concentration
of RNAs and protein recruitment (through
RNA–protein interactions) to form these com-
partments.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the nearly two centuries since the initial de-
scription of nuclear bodies, significant advances
have been made in our understanding of the
molecular components, organization principles,
and functional characteristics of many of these
nuclear structures. Whereas specific RNAs have
been demonstrated to be essential for organizing
specific nuclear structures, these remain limited
to a handful of well-defined examples and the
vast majority of nuclear-retained ncRNAs re-
main to be fully explored. The development
and application of high-throughput genomic
and microscopy methods for mapping the 3D
organization of RNA and DNA throughout the
nucleus have most recently uncovered hundreds
of ncRNAs that localize in precise spatial terri-
tories throughout the nucleus (Quinodoz et al.
2020), representing prime candidates to explore
the extent of RNA-mediated structural organi-
zation.

Additionally, despite the significant pro-
gress made to uncover the molecular compo-
nents of these RNA-chromatin compartments,
it remains unclear how spatial organization
drives regulatory processing. The challenge is
that it is often difficult to genetically distinguish
between the role of a given RNA in organizing
nuclear structure and its role in a specific func-
tion because they are often interconnected in the
cell. For example, whether the nucleolus is crit-
ical for ribosome biogenesis, or simply the loca-
tion where it occurs, has been difficult to test
because methods that disrupt nucleolar organi-
zation, such as transcriptional inhibition, also
impact ribosome biogenesis. Newly developed
technologies to alter nuclear structure such as
optogenetic tools (Bracha et al. 2018; Shin et al.
2018) that can drive the local concentration of
molecules through phase separation may enable
new ways of perturbing nuclear structure to
measure its impact on function. As a result of
these observations, RNA has emerged as a key

molecule in regulating diverse nuclear structures
and functions. We anticipate that new techno-
logical advances in high-throughput measure-
ment and perturbation techniques will enable
a more complete characterization of the roles
of RNA in nuclear organization.
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